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Abstract: Sustainable supplier selection is a key strategic problem in supply chain management. The aim of this research is to provide a new hybrid multicriteria model for evaluating technology suppliers and validate it with a case study in the banking sector. This approach allows companies to perform qualification, selection, ranking and sorting of suppliers on a sustainable basis. Integration of several techniques is necessary to address this complex decision problem with conflicting economic, environmental and social criteria. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is useful for problem structuring and weighting criteria collaboratively. Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) is applied to obtain indicators for product quality and supplier risks, whose utility functions are derived by data-driven models that favour evaluation objectivity and transparency. Preference ranking organisation method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE) is suitable for supplier selection due to its discriminant power among alternatives. Finally, FlowSort is proposed to classify suppliers into ordered groups and the outcomes are compared with results from MAUT. Results show its applicability by increasing process transparency and reducing operational risks in practice.
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1. Introduction

Supplier selection (SS) is an important decision-making problem in strategic supply chain management. Efficient choices enable companies to establish strategic partners in order to improve competitive advantages and reduce the supplier portfolio. In supplier evaluation, all quantitative and qualitative criteria that represent company needs should be considered in addition to the traditional cost criterion [1].

In the last two decades, researchers have proposed different methodologies to deal with supplier selection, which Chai and Ngai [2] classified into three categories: multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM), mathematical programming (MP) and classification methods based on data mining (DMi)/artificial intelligence (AI). In their review, these authors highlighted sorting techniques and risk analysis, as well as green and strategic SS among the promising trends to research in this area.

Financial technologies allow increased participation in markets and their use requires infrastructure changes so that they can form the base of digital businesses [3]. Thus, financial sector needs multicriteria procurement assessments to direct technology upgrade and maintenance needs. MCDM methods, which are characterised by several criteria that may be contradictory, have been widely applied in SS in manufacturing industries [4].
Assessments should consider the risks that may be present in the supply chain [5] and the risks inherent in the operational process of supplier selection. Corruption is a problem that has been present in recent years in the supply chain [6] and financial institutions are obliged to implement selection strategies that reduce these operational risks. Therefore, it is important for decision makers (DMs) to consider strategies that foster transparency in evaluations, such as limiting the manipulative power of the rater, setting entry thresholds for participation, defining evaluation methodologies, applying control and prevention mechanisms and disclosing relevant information before and after the procurement process [7,8].

In this context, the research hypothesis can be formulated as follows. Technology supplier selection in the banking sector is a strategic problem that requires integrating the concepts of sustainability and risk in the supply chain management. The evaluation of products and suppliers involves several phases from qualification to ranking and classification, which require decisions based on multiple criteria of different nature. An intelligent integration of multicriteria techniques provides robust solutions to this complex problem.

This research proposes a hybrid multiple criteria system that integrates Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE) and FlowSort to select and classify technology providers for financial institutions. The objective of this research is twofold. Firstly, to provide a system based on a new hybrid multiple criteria model that enables financial institutions to qualify, select and classify their technology providers with the aim of contributing to sustainable strategic procurement and minimising operational risks. Secondly, to validate the system with real data from a financial institution in Latin America and compare the results obtained by an outranking method (PROMETHEE) to those from a compensatory one (MAUT), as well as between two sorting methods (FlowSort and MAUT-based) to verify their applicability in business practice.

The main contributions of this research are related to new models and criteria, as well as methodological aspects. It provides a sustainable multicriteria hybrid model for technology supplier evaluation in the banking sector. In addition to traditional criteria, sustainable development and risk criteria are considered, with a wider supply chain scope that includes manufacturer, supplier and product. The model integrates AHP, MAUT, PROMETHEE and FlowSort into the more appropriate assessment phases and it has been validated with real data from a case study by a financial company. This research also provides an innovative contribution by data-driven models to generate utility functions for financial risk indicators. These models support an objective evaluation in contrast with subjective assessment from managers. Thus, these data-driven models avoid corruption by increasing the process transparency and applicability in real contexts.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an in-depth literature review mainly focused on criteria and MCDM approaches used for sustainable SS, as well as applications of technology for the financial sector. The third section includes a brief introduction of multicriteria methods integrated in this research and the fourth explains the hybrid system proposed for supplier evaluation. Then, the model validation by a case study from a financial company is analysed in the following section. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented in the last two sections, respectively.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Sustainability and Criteria in the Supplier Evaluation

Since Dickson [9] contributed the first definition of the vendor selection problem related to how to select a supplier from a number of potential alternatives, a huge number of research articles have been published which focus on the supplier selection problem, whose decision criteria have shown a clear evolution in recent decades, as have the different approaches and applications. Two decades ago, the supplier selection framework
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included the problem formulation, the definition of criteria, supplier qualification and finally the choice of suppliers [10]. Nowadays, supplier evaluation has become one of the most complex and strategic decision problems in supply chain management, involving managers from different departments with many conflicting criteria, as well as the concepts of sustainability and risk, among others. Good decisions should balance all needs and constraints and at least consider the company strategy and the nature of products and the economic sector. In addition, sustainable supply chain management involves not only choosing suppliers, but other problems that are better modelled by ranking or sorting to identify and improve supplier relationships [2,11].

The concept of sustainability involves balancing economic, environmental and social dimensions in decision making. MCDM offers many techniques, which have individual strengths and weaknesses, to manage sustainable processes. Nevertheless, robust approaches can be created by integrating several methods in order to solve complex problems, such as strategic supplier management. All multicriteria methods require the clear definition of criteria that play a key role in this approach to solving sustainable decision problems, as well as the availability of data to generate indicators to measure those criteria.

Some authors have distinguished between criteria for supplier qualification and criteria for selection. The former focus on minimum quality requirements, compliance with regulations, cost and supplier capacity [12], among others. A criterion can be used for supplier qualification, as well as for supplier selection or both problems [13], depending on the objectives and constraints of the model application. In general, criteria for the final selection of suppliers represent negotiable characteristics of the product/service.

Most of the models published only include the criteria for the final SS on the assumption that the base of qualified suppliers is defined. From the late 1970s to the early 1980s, the cost was the most important criterion for SS, while other criteria, such as customer responsiveness and cycle time, were introduced later in the 1990s. In the following decade, supplier selection also included environmental criteria. More recently, in the last decade, an increasing interest in social criteria has emerged [14,15]. In addition, supplier evaluation has also been focused on identifying and including different types of risks from providers [11,16].

Most articles lack a clear definition of the criteria or the way they are measured before being used in SS models. The correct choice of these criteria is crucial to ensure quality in the selection of sustainable suppliers and contribute to the reduction in factors that negatively impact the environment [17]. In general, the definition of the environmental criteria considers the products/services to be purchased or their provider [18]. The majority of SS models are focused on the evaluation of first-tier supply chain providers, but social and environmental impacts do not only originate from the direct suppliers, so sub-suppliers also have to be considered [19]. Planning corporate sustainability strategies with their sub-suppliers depends on the complexity of the supply chain, the management capabilities of the direct providers and the sustainability type [20].

As environmental subcriteria, the literature highlights the environmental management system (EMS), green design, resource consumption, reduce, reuse and recycle, among others. Quality, cost, price, service quality, delivery, flexibility and lead time appear within the economic attributes, while the social dimension involves health and safety, interests and rights, staff training, information disclosure, reputation and social responsibility [15].

The previous criteria have been adapted to the evaluation of industry requirements, as the SS models have mainly been applied to the industries, such as food [11,21], automotive [22], wood construction [23], electronic manufacturing [19], garment manufacturing [24], medical devices [25] and logistic services [26].

Despite the importance of technology in the financial sector and its characteristics, the literature on supplier selection in this sector is scarce. Research has focused on acquisition of technological products/services, as well as on the type of relationship with the
supplier. Service procurement in the financial sector should evaluate the option of long-
term relationships [27]. Therefore, the stability and financial performance of suppliers has
to be considered [28]. From a technological point of view, compatibility with existing in-
frastucture and systems must be considered, as well as compliance with IT (Information
Technology) security levels [28–31]. The supplier’s service aims to keep operations run-
ing, which is why many authors agree that the support provided should be qualified in
favour of the supplier’s flexibility, adaptability and technical skills [27–31]. The supplier’s
referenced experience with other customers and the bargaining power that the supplier
can impose on the company should also be considered [29,31].

2.2. Criteria Weighting and Multicriteria Approaches

After selecting the appropriate criteria for supplier evaluation, the assigning of
weights is also very important. The criterion weight represents its relative relevance in
multicriteria decision making and has a decisive influence on results obtained by MCDM
approaches [32]. The methods to elicit criteria weights can be classified into three groups:
subjective, where the decision maker assigns the weights directly (direct rating, simple
multi-attribute rating technique (SMART), Delphi method…) or by pairwise comparison
(AHP, the best–worst method (BWM)…); objective elicitation is the second group, in
which the decision maker takes no part (mean weight, entropy, standard deviation,
DEA…); and finally the third group is a hybrid of the methods [33,34]. The AHP method
is one of the most widely applied and has good properties for group decision making in

The literature offers different methods for supplier pre-selection, such as conjunctive
screening (providers are qualified if they equal or exceed a minimum score on each crite-
ron), disjunctive screening (the supplier only needs to exceed or equal the score on one
criterion to be suitable) and lexicographical screening (based on criteria ranking, suppliers
that satisfy the first criterion are then assessed according to the second one, and so on [10].
Segura and Maroto [11] proposed MAUT for supplier qualification, as a provider’s suita-
bility only depended on its own characteristics.

The multicriteria methods can be classified into four categories: (1) Multi-attribute
utility methods: MAUT, AHP, ANP, etc.; (2) Outranking methods: PROMETHEE, elimi-
nation and choice expressing reality (ELECTRE) and qualitative flexible multiple criteria
method (QUALIFLEX); (3) Compromise methods: multicriteria optimisation and compro-
mise solution (VIKOR) and technique for order performance by similarity to ideal solution
(TOPSIS); (4) Other methods, such as BWM, decision-making trial and evaluation labora-
tory (DEMATTEL) and the simple multi-attribute rating technique (SMART). These meth-
odologies can be applied individually or included in a hybrid model with multicriteria or
other type of techniques, such as MP, DMi and AI.

The multi-attribute utility methods indicate the DM preferences by means of quanti-
tative and comparable utility/value functions. AHP and ANP are the most representative
of this group [4]. Both can be used as a unique tool in supplier selection or only to elicit
the weights of criteria in a hybrid model [35]. Several authors carried out supplier select-
ing, ranking and/or segmenting by MAUT, which is also useful to obtain quality indica-
tors of products [11,14].

The literature highlights ELECTRE and PROMETHEE as non-compensatory meth-
ods, both with many extensions to classify suppliers into ordered groups, known as sort-
ing problems, which is a relevant topic for future research in supplier selection [2,36].
Nevertheless, previous research is more focused on developing new variants/methods
which illustrate by hypothetical examples, rather than validating them in real decision-
making practice [37]. Sometimes fuzzy methods are developed as an alternative approach
to overcome this difficulty, without facilitating the proposal applicability. Therefore, the
current challenge is to develop models for solving real problems and validate them by
case studies with real data [36].
Hybrid methods in multicriteria decision-making (HMCDM) have been increasingly used in recent years. The integration of methods makes it possible to use the advantages of several methods and, in addition, to integrate the importance of subjective and objective criteria in the value of the utility function [38]. According to the review of Zavadskas et al. [38], HMCDM methods have been used to improve sustainable supply chain management and have also been successfully applied in supplier selection, technology development and product development and selection. The most commonly used methods are AHP, DEMATEL and the TOPSIS and VIKOR compromise methods.

Multicriteria methods have been used, for example, to assess the performance, services and/or capabilities of banks [39–44], for personnel selection [45] and risk analysis [46], among others. Nevertheless, a review of the literature shows a research gap in technology supplier selection in the financial sector, a relevant field due to the associated operational risks and social impact.

The multicriteria approach has very few supplier selection applications in the financial sector. Cao et al. [28] proposed a hybrid model to outsource an IT provider to a microfinance bank. Firstly, the suitable suppliers are determined by using social choice function (SCF). Secondly, an integration of grey rational analysis (GRA) and ANP is used to finalise the selection. Onut and Tosun [29] developed a fuzzy approach based on MCDM and quality function deployment (QFD) and applied it to select a software supplier for a Turkish bank. Their methodology is focused on criteria selection and technical requirements. These authors proposed fuzzy ANP and QFD to define and weight criteria and finally FTOPSIS for supplier selection. Ayvaz et al. [30] also applied FTOPSIS to electronic signature purchasing in the banking sector in Turkey. In addition, FTOPSIS is also included in the model by Ravasan et al. [31] to classify and rank IT outsourcing alternatives implemented in a real case study of the banking sector to assess the outsourcing of POS, ATM, telephone, mobile and internet banking services. Grey theory has been implemented by Thakur and Anbanandam [27] to select the best supplier with uncertain information and a lack of quantitative data to improve digital banking in India.

In short, the literature review points out the lack of technology supplier selection models for financial companies, which are necessary because of characteristics of this sector, as well as the risks and environmental and social impacts of decision making in this field. Previous research also shows advantages of the multicriteria approach to deal with sustainable evaluation and the need to provide models for the complex problems of the supply chain in the financial sector. New models should be validated in real contexts, integrate available data and be useful for managers in practice. Thus, this article complements several areas in the scientific literature, in particular, multicriteria decision making and sustainable supply chain management, where hybrid MCDM models have a key role.

3. Methods

This section explains the main characteristics and bases of multicriteria techniques, which integrate the system proposed for supplier evaluation in a hybrid model needed to make the most of the strengths of the multiple criteria approaches in order to solve the complexities of assessing sustainable technology suppliers.

3.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

This multicriteria method is based on pairwise comparisons of criteria and between alternatives as well. The literature review highlights its use in eliciting the criteria weights for supplier evaluation. The Saaty scale of pair comparison is easy for DMs and experts to understand which thereby facilitates collaborative decision making to complete comparison matrices or by integrating individual ones using the geometric mean.

In short, the process of implementing AHP consists of the following steps:

1. Building the decision hierarchy with criteria and alternatives.
2. Completing all comparison matrices according to the Saaty scale, as follows:
$A = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \frac{w_1}{w_2} & \frac{w_2}{w_1} & \cdots & \frac{w_1}{w_n} \\ \frac{w_2}{w_1} & 1 & \cdots & \frac{w_2}{w_n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{w_n}{w_1} & \frac{w_n}{w_2} & \cdots & 1 \end{pmatrix}$

where $a_{ij} = \frac{w_i}{w_j}$. This is the relative weight of criterion $i$ to criterion $j$.

(3) Verifying the consistency of the judgements represented in the comparison matrices, whose inconsistency index (II) should be less than or equal to 0.10 to be acceptable for decision making. The consistency of the judgments is related to the transitivity of preferences in the comparison matrix. Matrix $A$ is consistent if $a_{ij} = a_{ik} \times a_{kj}$, $\forall i, j, k$.

(4) Aggregating individual matrices by the geometric mean to maintain the logical consistency of group decision.

(5) Calculating criteria weights by using the eigenvector method [47,48].

3.2. PROMETHEE

PROMETHEE is an outranking multicriteria method. This approach includes a preference structure based on pairwise comparisons of the alternatives with respect to their performance in each criterion and considers the deviation values according to DM preferences. In brief, the process to implement PROMETHEE is as follows:

Define and complete the evaluation table as shown in Table 1 and criteria weighting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$g_1$ ($a_1$) $g_2$ ($a_1$) $\cdots$ $g_l$ ($a_1$) $\cdots$ $g_k$ ($a_1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$g_1$ ($a_2$) $g_2$ ($a_2$) $\cdots$ $g_l$ ($a_2$) $\cdots$ $g_k$ ($a_2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>$g_1$ ($a_i$) $g_2$ ($a_i$) $\cdots$ $g_l$ ($a_i$) $\cdots$ $g_k$ ($a_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$ $\cdots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_n$</td>
<td>$g_1$ ($a_n$) $g_2$ ($a_n$) $\cdots$ $g_l$ ($a_n$) $\cdots$ $g_k$ ($a_n$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Define the preference function for each criterion $g_j$ to eliminate the scale effect among criteria measured in different units. This function $F_j [d_j (a_i, a_n)]$ considers the deviation between alternatives $d_j (a_i, a_n) = g_j (a_i) - g_j (a_n)$ and transforms it in a preference value $P_j (a_i, a_n)$ between zero and one.

The parameters of preference functions are preference and indifferent thresholds. The indifferent threshold $q$ is the value of the largest deviation between two alternatives that the decision maker considers negligible. The preference threshold $p$ is the smallest value of the deviation to be considered sufficient for a strict preference of one alternative to another. This research uses the following types of preference functions: usual, in which the preference is zero when deviation is less than or equal to zero and preference value is one otherwise, and v-shape with or without indifferent threshold $q$ where the preference value increases linearly between $q$ and $p$.

Firstly, Aggregated Preference Index for each pair of alternatives is determined to know the degree to which the alternative $a_i$ is preferred over $a_n$. This concept is calculated for all pairs of alternatives $a_i, a_n \in A$:

$$\pi(a_i, a_n) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} P_j (a_i, a_n) w_j$$

(1)
Secondly, positive and negative outranking flows are calculated, as represented in (2) and (3), respectively. The positive outranking flow $\phi^+(a_i)$ expresses to what extent an alternative outranks all the others. The negative outranking flow $\phi^-(a_i)$ indicates to what extent an alternative is overcome by others.

$$\phi^+(a_i) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{x \in A} \pi(a_i, x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

$$\phi^-(a_i) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{x \in A} \pi(x, a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Finally, PROMETHEE allows us to obtain a complete ranking of alternatives according to the net flow, which is the difference between positive and negative outranking flows. In this method, all alternatives are comparable. The higher the net flow, the better the alternative [49].

$$\phi(a_i) = \phi^+(a_i) - \phi^-(a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

3.3. MAUT

Multi-attribute utility theory considers the score reflecting alternatives performance on all criteria weighting by their importance to determine the overall value of the alternative [50]. This research applies the additive model as follows:

$$U(a_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j * u_j(a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$U(a_i)$ is the overall value of alternative $a_i$, $u_j(a_i)$ represents the utility function of the alternative $a_i$ for criterion $j$ and $w_j$ is the assigned weight for this criterion. Utility functions show the scores that represent the performance of alternatives with respect to criteria considered for decision making [50].

4. Multicriteria System of Technological Supplier Evaluation in the Banking Sector

Figure 1 shows the steps of the proposed multicriteria system for technological supplier evaluation, which are grouped into three main phases. Firstly, problem definition with objectives and preferences of DMs. Secondly, calculation of indicators and scores by integration of multicriteria techniques and thirdly, analysis of results for decision making. The complexity of the problem to solve requires a hybrid model to deal with qualitative and quantitative criteria, as well as inherent risks to the financial sector.

Step 1. Literature and manager experience in the financial sector recommend a participatory approach to define the decision-making problem. When a group of experts is involved, the procurement process permits the integration of different points of view, an improvement in transparency and shared responsibilities. The problem of technology purchasing has to consider the evaluation needs and involves a group of experts as evaluators on an ad hoc basis and part of group decision making also.

Step 2. The criteria for qualifying and selecting suppliers are established. Company policies, supplier profile and minimum technology requirements are key aspects to consider in the supplier qualification for banking. They have to be focused on promoting transparent and sustainable negotiations that generate a lower risk for the institution. This step also establishes the criteria hierarchy for selecting, ranking and sorting suppliers.
Step 3. The system also requires the definition of all parameters and functions in the first phase, before any assessment results, to promote the ex-ante transparency analysed by [8]. In addition, defining utility and preference functions before criteria weighting helps to define all functions consistently and avoid the weighting influence on these functions.

Preference modelling is based on utility functions in the MAUT method, while PROMETHEE uses preference functions, both needed to measure the supplier performance and sometimes to obtain indicators from subcriteria. Partial value utility functions are defined for quantitative criteria and qualitative value scales are constructed for qualitative criteria, which should be operational, value relevant, reliable and justifiable [50]. The qualitative value scales are mostly defined as global scales to be used for different assessment problems; however, some criteria, due to their specificity, have to be defined on a case-by-case basis. The preference functions used in PROMETHEE are usually v-shape (with and without indifference thresholds).

Step 4. The AHP method is proposed because it allows the eliciting of the weights of criteria collaboratively. Thus, the strategic and technical judgements can be integrated consistently. All experts/decision makers should complete the pairwise comparison matrices individually and then they are aggregated by the geometric mean to obtain the group matrices and finally the weights that represent the importance of criteria for the company are calculated.

Step 5. Supplier qualification is carried out. It is assumed that criteria to qualify providers in the financial sector are non-negotiable. Thus, the system proposes a pre-selection of suppliers based on conjunctive screening, where only suppliers that meet all the requirements are considered. In short, criteria to qualify technology suppliers for the banking sector are risk lists, debt ratio, validity of technology, authorised distributor, contingency and business plan, insurance policies and information security. Definitions of these qualifying criteria are shown in Table A1 (Appendix A).

Step 6. Quality and financial status indicators are calculated by using MAUT. The quality indicator includes characteristics of the technological product, user interaction and the current technological system of the firm. The financial status indicator is built from MAUT with utility functions calculated from ratios of the provider’s economic sector. Building of these utility functions by data-driven models is explained in detail in the next section.

Step 7. PROMETHEE is proposed to select and rank suppliers because of non-compensatory nature, which is more suitable to sustainability evaluation than compensatory
approaches, such as TOPSIS and VIKOR. In addition, this method, appropriate to aggregate qualitative and quantitative indicators, provides many graphical capabilities useful for practitioners.

**Step 8.** The sorting method FlowSort is applied to generate an ordered classification of suppliers. FlowSort is based on PROMETHEE, which is applied to the limiting profiles and each supplier to be classified [51]. The extension of FlowSort that includes all the alternatives in the same step is also advisable because of its applicability in real context [14]. The MAUT method is appropriate to determine the criteria values in limiting profiles for technical specifications, quality and financial status.

**Step 9.** The last step consists of the analysis of results obtained for selecting, ranking and sorting suppliers. PROMETHEE provides relevant graphical results, such as criteria contributions to the final score of the alternatives and geometrical analysis for interactive decision aid (GAIA). The GAIA plane is generated from the principal component method of the net flows’ matrix, obtained by PROMETHEE. In addition, the representation of the supplier’s performance by criteria dimensions and the GAIA plane provide a powerful visual segmentation of the suppliers which is very useful for analysts and decision makers. Finally, sensitivity analysis has to be carried out to study the robustness of ranking depending on criteria weighting, as well as possible negotiations with providers.

After defining the decision problem, the hierarchy design for supplier selection is key for sustainable technology evaluation, which has to consider both expert knowledge and literature review. Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of the evaluation criteria for supplier selection. The criteria are grouped into four dimensions: economic, risk, environmental and social. Quality, cost, extended warranty and delivery time are the economic criteria. Technical specifications, compatibility and installation effort and functionality (user perception) are the subcriteria to assess product quality. Extended warranty refers to the increase in service or time in addition to the legal requirement.

Risk is a dimension due to its current relevance in the supply chain management in banking. Risks include IT security and financial status, which integrates three ratios from suppliers: liquidity, inventory and debt ratios. Overall, liquidity measures the company’s ability to meet short-term debts, inventory days indicate the number of days it takes the company to convert inventories into cash or receivables. Debt ratio is defined in Table A1. IT security is also used for SS, in addition to qualifying providers, due to its relevance for bank technology assessing it in terms of added value in this phase.

This research proposes using environmental and social criteria with a novel wider scope by including the first-tier supplier, the manufacturer and the product. The environmental dimension considers the manufacturer’s environmental management system (EMS), the post-consumer waste management of the supplier and the environmental certifications of the product. Social criteria include employee interests and rights of the first-tier supplier, the manufacturer’s social responsibility as well as product certifications related to health and safety.

The hierarchy considers quantitative and qualitative criteria. Quantitative criteria are cost, delivery time, ratios of the financial status as well as environmental and social certifications of the product. Qualitative factors include compatibility and installation effort, post-consumer waste management and the remaining environmental and social criteria. The criteria to be minimised are cost, delivery time, inventory days and debt ratio, while all other criteria are maximised.

Quality of product depends on its technical specifications, extended warranty and functionality. Thus, these are subcriteria to obtain a quality indicator. Financial status aggregates liquidity, inventory and debt ratios by MAUT, whose utility functions are obtained by novel data-driven models, which are explained in the results section.
5. Results

The proposed hybrid model to evaluate technology suppliers has been validated in a real case study of a Colombian financial institution with more than 8000 thousand employees and 200 customer service offices. This well-known company in the sector is also present in two other countries on the continent.

The current procurement process of the firm starts with a closed invitation to different suppliers, which submit their request for proposal (RFP) and attach required legal documents (declarations, certificates, etc.) to be reviewed by the institution to determine whether the supplier can participate. The criteria definition and weighting do not follow any methodology and only consider an evaluator’s judgement and trial and error tests. The scores are obtained using a rule of three to calculate proportions in Excel, where the reference value for the maximum score is given by the best bid received for each criterion. Finally, the global score is calculated by using the weighted average of the criteria score.
The results are presented to the purchasing committee without a graph which would facilitate interpretation.

The results are shown below according to the steps described in Section 4. To facilitate the understanding and explanation of the outcomes, steps 7 and 8 also include the analysis of results for decision making (step 9).

**Step 1.** The supplier selection problem consists of procurement of barcode readers for all the firm’s national offices. The readers are office equipment used by the company mainly to decode barcodes of one-dimensional (1D) symbologies, but it is possible that in the medium term they will be required to read two-dimensional (2D) symbologies. Examples of 1D and 2D barcodes are Universal Product Code (UPC), Quick Response code (QR) and Code 39, among others. The supply of equipment is made on demand in a minimum time of one year. Suppliers need to be classified into levels (very good, acceptable and bad) to have a mitigation plan in case of supply disruption. Five suppliers have been invited to participate, marketing three models of readers of two different brands. The manager and the purchasing coordinator of the financial institution were the experts responsible for validating this phase.

**Step 2.** In this research, the criteria were validated by an expert panel consisting of a procurement manager, technology procurement coordinator and an analyst. In this section, the application of the criteria is explained. In particular, qualified suppliers cannot have a debt ratio higher than 100% or be in the top 20% of companies with the highest debt ratio in the economic sector. The validity of the technology offered by the supplier must be at least three years. There are no special information security requirements as the equipment is dependent on local connections.

**Step 3.** Utility and preference functions that depend on the type of product and/or company policies are defined. Functionality, risk, compatibility and installation effort are criteria for which global scales can be defined for any technological procurement in companies of the financial sector. IT security can be assessed by using global scales according to company standards. Nevertheless, local scales are more suitable for cost, delivery time and extended warranty.

Functionality is measured using a qualitative value scale from 0 to 100, where the following elements are evaluated considering office use tests: ability to read codes in poor condition, ease of use (ergonomics), reading speed and customer experience contribution.

Data-driven models were used to develop the utility functions of the financial ratios from a database with the financial ratios of 157 Colombian companies in the economic sector of study. The utility functions are measured on scales from 0 to 100 represented by the percentiles.

IT security depends on the compliance with company standards and is measured by the area of the firm responsible for said standards on a scale from 0 to 100. The environmental and social certificates of the product are measured according to the number of European Standards certified as specified by the declaration of product conformity. For the alternative MAUT model, the certificates are measured on a local scale with a linear function where 0 points equals zero certificates and 100 points equals two certificates. Other relevant scales are defined in Table A2 (Appendix B).

In PROMETHEE, the preference function for product certificates is the usual type, in which any deviation between the number of certificates provides a strict preference for the product with the highest quantity. V-shaped preference functions, with and without indifference thresholds, are used for the remaining criteria. For example, when comparing the cost of two proposals, the preference function has an indifference threshold of 9% and preference threshold of 71% of the cost of the cheapest offer.

**Step 4.** Table 2 shows local and global weights for all subcriteria of the decision hierarchy. The economic criteria are the most important (60.40%), followed by risk (20.95%), while environmental and social dimensions account for a percentage of around 9.50% each. Cost is the most relevant criterion with a weight of 26.60%, followed by quality with 22.80%.
Table 2. Weights of criteria in the supplier evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Subcriterion</th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>22.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>26.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extended warranty</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial status</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Information security</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-consumer waste management (supplier)</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>Environmental management system (manufacturer)</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental certifications (product)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employee interests and rights (supplier)</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Manufacturer social responsibility (manufacturer)</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety and health certifications (product)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The environmental (1.36%) and social (1.19%) product certificates are the criteria with the least weight. In relation to quality, technical specifications with 10.29% and functionality with 9.17% are the most relevant.

**Step 5.** Supplier qualification is the first phase of evaluation, which is related to the compliance of criteria defined in Table A1. The validation results show that all five providers are qualified to participate in the supplier selection of bar code readers.

**Step 6.** The five suppliers (S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5) and the three models of equipment offered (Brand A-Model A, Brand A-Model B and Brand B-Model A) are coded to protect confidential information and facilitate the presentation of results. To obtain the quality indicator, the MAUT method had previously been applied to assess technical specifications from code decoding and reading speed of the equipment. The results showed a score of 91.67 for Brand A-Model B, 33.34 for Brand B-Model A and 28.33 for Brand A-Model A. These scores, also from MAUT, are considered to calculate the quality indicator of the three bar code readers. The Brand A-Model B reader is rated the best with 88.62 points, the highest contribution in functionality (36.99) and technical specifications (41.35). The Brand A-Model B reader has the lowest overall rating with 42.20 points, while Brand A-Model A is in second place with the best contribution in terms of installation effort and compatibility (14.68).

The indicator of supplier financial status aggregates three financial ratios, whose utility functions are generated from real data of sector companies, as shown Figure 3. Left-hand side of Figure 3a represents the debt ratio utility function, where the abcissa axis is the ratio and the ordinate axis is the utility score. The right-hand side of Figure 3a shows the limits and benchmarks of a normal distribution. As the objective of the debt ratio is to minimise, the lower scale value is defined by the 99th percentile ($p$) with a ratio of 108.23% and the upper scale value by $p1$ with 12.81%, where the utility function increases by ten units per decile. As the utility functions use global scales, they are independent of the criteria requirements for qualification. The procedure for the inventory and liquidity ratio to generate the utility functions shown in Figure 3b,c was similar.
Figure 3. Criteria utility functions to build financial status indicator. (a) Debt ratio. (b) Inventory ratio. (c) Liquidity ratio.

Figure 4 shows the supplier profiles for each financial ratio. Taking into account how the utility functions have been generated, the interpretation of results is as follows: scores close to 50 indicate that the supplier’s ratio is more or less average in the economic sector, if they are higher than 50, the performance of the providers is better than the sector average, as is the case of S5 for debt ratio and S4 for liquidity.

Figure 4. Supplier profiles for three financial ratios.
Step 7. PROMETHEE is applied to rank suppliers by using D-Sight software. The best supplier is S3 (65.93), followed by S1 (53.47), S5 (50.00), S4 (46.90) and finally S2 (33.68) is the worst. Figure 5 shows the suppliers’ profiles obtained by PROMETHEE and MAUT methods for each criteria dimension. It is important to point out that MAUT obtains higher scores than PROMETHEE, although there is higher supplier discrimination in most of the criteria from the PROMETHEE approach, which is based on pairwise comparisons of their performance for all criteria.

As Figure 5 highlights, supplier S3 performs well in all dimensions, especially in the economic, environmental and social ones. The score of S5 (50) means that this supplier’s proposal does not stand out against the others, and it is not outperformed by the rest either. The poor performance of S2 stands out for the contribution’s lack of risk and social criteria. Applying the MAUT method, the best and second suppliers in the ranking are S3 and S1. Nevertheless, the relative positions of the rest change, where S5 is the worst instead of S2.

![Figure 5. Supplier profiles by criteria dimensions generated by PROMETHEE and MAUT.](image)

The GAIA planes from PROMETHEE and MAUT are shown in Figure 6. The green axes also represent the four dimensions and economic subcriteria. The economic subcriteria are included to improve the visualisation and interpretation of cost and quality, which are the most relevant. The red bar indicates the direction of the best alternative. Figure 6a indicates a negative correlation between cost with respect to quality and risks, when the quality and risk preference increases, the cost preference decreases.

![Figure 6. GAIA plane for economic subcriteria and criteria dimensions. (a) PROMETHEE. (b) MAUT.](image)
Location of suppliers on the GAIA plane allows one to cluster them by proximity, as in unsupervised analysis from data mining: cluster 1 (S2 and S4), cluster 2 (S1 and S3) and S5. According to Figure 6a, cluster 1 is located close to cost direction, but it does not show preference for quality, delivery time and social criteria. On the contrary, S5 and cluster 2 have no preference for cost but they do for quality. Cluster 2 reveals preference for extended warranty and environmental criteria, while S5 performs well for risk criteria. The gap between S2 and S4 is due to differences in risk performance.

Figure 6b displays the GAIA plane from the MAUT method that explains less of the variability of the data according to delta value. Although the two clusters of suppliers can be identified, no conclusion can be drawn on their performance by criteria. It is also difficult to interpret the results of S5 from this figure.

Figure 7 shows another useful way of displaying the results by comparing the scores by environmental and social dimensions. The suppliers are represented by bubbles, where the diameter is related to their total score. The red lines divide the plane into four quadrants according to the mean score. In Figure 7a, suppliers with positive net flows, which correspond to scores above 50, outrank all the others for both dimensions. This is the case for S3 and S1, which are the best for both criteria. S5 scores well on social but low on environmental criteria. S2 has an average score for environmental but low for social, while S4 has a low score for both. On the contrary, Figure 7b shows that, by applying MAUT, all suppliers except S2 are placed in the quadrant above 50 scores for both criteria, which makes it difficult to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of each of them.

Figure 7. Supplier segmentation by social vs. environmental analysis. (a) PROMETHEE. (b) MAUT.

Sensitivity analysis is always relevant in decision making to check the robustness of results when modelling parameters and data change. In the multicriteria approach, it is necessary to study the impact of criteria weighting and/or criteria values in supplier ranking. This is useful when making informed decisions while negotiating supplier proposals, as in this case study. It is usual for suppliers, that have a chance of being selected, to improve their offers. The opportunity to enhance the proposal should be equal for all suppliers that could be selected to ensure transparency.

The sensitivity analysis carried out below is limited to one improvement at a time. For example, Figure 8 shows the evolution of the score and ranking position of S1 when cost decreases by applying PROMETHEE. For S1 to reach the top position, this supplier must improve its cost by more than 31.42%, with respect to its initial one, and the other suppliers must maintain their initial offers. The same analysis is performed using the MAUT method. In this case, cost improvement greater than 31.86% is needed. Therefore, both methods are equally sensitive to the change in cost for S1. A similar analysis for the rest of the suppliers indicates that no improvement in S2’s and S4’s offers would generate a change towards the first position in either of the multicriteria methods. In PROMETHEE, S5 should enhance its initial cost by more than 55.60%, to be in first place, but with MAUT, no improvement would put it at the top.
Step 8. The FlowSort method solves the sorting problems and can be considered a supervised approach to classifying suppliers in ordered groups. Suppliers have been categorised as: good, regular and bad. Data of the reference profiles are available in Appendix C. By applying FlowSort, S1 is a good offer. The results for the remaining suppliers are as follows: S3 is also good, S2, S4 and S5 are in the regular group and there is no bad one.

**Figure 8.** Changes in PROMETHEE ranking of supplier S1 when its cost is modified.

Figure 9 shows the results obtained by applying PROMETHEE to the reference profiles and all suppliers at once instead of one at a time as in FlowSort. The supplier assignment to the groups is the same in both approaches and they maintain the same ranking position. The suppliers’ scores are modified because of the reference profiles included. Nevertheless, these modifications are not relevant when classifying the alternatives.

**Figure 9.** Criteria contribution and supplier sorting by an extended FlowSort.

6. Discussion

This research provides an important contribution to the evaluation of technological suppliers for the financial sector through the design and validation with real data of a hybrid multicriteria system. To date, there are three articles focused on this topic: Cao et al. [28], Onut and Tosun [29] and Ayvaz et al. [30], which consider traditional evaluation criteria of the product and first-tier suppliers, although some authors, Zhang et al. [15] and Ho et al. [16], point out the relevance of sustainable assessments. Thus, the system proposed helps to fill this gap by means of a complete hierarchy that includes economic,
risk, environmental and social criteria, as well as widening its scope to include the product, first-tier supplier and manufacturer evaluation, as Awasthi et al. [19] recommend.

Cao et al. [28], Onut and Tosun [29] and Ayvaz et al. [30] include applications to real cases, but the results were not compared to other methods, whereas compensatory and non-compensatory models are compared in this case to increase the robustness of the selection process and identify the strengths and weaknesses of the approaches. Supplier qualification is very important when reducing risks, but this phase is not included in Onut and Tosun [29] and Ayvaz et al. [30]. Other authors propose pre-selection using the Dogsson function, which considers supplier ranking by expert judgement [28]. This research suggests conjunctive screening for supplier qualification with minimum requirements according to firm policies and thresholds to participate to reduce risks.

Criteria weighting is elicited by collaborative AHP and the geometric mean to integrate individual expert judgements, which should be consistent to achieve group consistent weights [49]. ANP and BWM are other alternative multicriteria methods that include value judgements [52].

Evaluation of technology suppliers for the financial sector, found in the literature, are based on methods that use expert judgements to rate suppliers on Likert scales. Cao et al. [28] use a nine-point Likert scale to rate suppliers, while Onut and Tosun [29] and Ayvaz et al. [30] use a fuzzy five-point scale, whereas the system proposed analyses objective data from the suppliers’ proposals and general information by using data mining and multicriteria techniques to favour objectivity and avoid corruption.

This research also uses expert judgements to validate the model according to the company’s needs without compromising the objectivity of the data or ratings to a large extent. For example, the financial status indicator was obtained from MAUT with utility functions according to the distribution of the data corresponding to the financial ratios of the economic sector, as presented in Figure 3. Generating these utility functions with global scales requires more effort than individual assignments based on Likert scales. Nevertheless, these utility functions increase the objectivity of the evaluation and can be used to evaluate other compatible technological purchases.

MAUT and PROMETHEE are alternative methods for supplier evaluation, which is a complex problem that requires several steps for an appropriate implementation. Nevertheless, the hybrid system integrates both techniques, combining them efficiently to achieve a synergy that enhances their advantages [38]. MAUT is suitable for calculating indicators from criteria that depend exclusively on supplier and criteria weights, such as quality and financial status indicators. The preference functions in PROMETHEE capture the differences between pairs of suppliers for each criterion, therefore making it suitable to select and classify suppliers in real contexts. The discriminating power of PROMETHEE is shown in Figures 6 and 7, while the compensatory power of MAUT causing the supplier score does not depend directly on the other provider proposals and bad scores in some criteria can be compensated by good ones in other criteria.

TOPSIS is a compensatory MCDM method used to obtain the ranking of alternatives and does not require the definition of preference functions or utility functions. In TOPSIS, the best alternative is identified according to the shortest geometric distance to the positive ideal solution and the longest distance to the negative ideal solution. However, defining the ideal reference points may not be easy in real problems, so the authors have included the application of fuzzy to account for this uncertainty. The lack of knowledge of ideal points and the need to discriminate between the technological proposals of suppliers makes PROMETHEE preferable to the TOPSIS method. In addition, the visual analysis of concepts based on PROMETHEE provides a useful tool for managers compared to the results obtained with fuzzy TOPSIS. For example, the GAIA plane shows the relationships among alternatives and criteria and facilitates the visualisation of alternative clustering.

Previous research does not classify the suppliers into ordered categories, as this proposal does. The hybrid system also classifies suppliers by sorting approaches, such as
FlowSort based on PROMETHEE [51] and another based on MAUT. The supplier assignment to categories is slightly more stable when using FlowSort. Comparing these results to those obtained by the GAIA plane, it can be seen that the supplier groups S1 and S3, as well as S2 and S4, coincide.

Technology purchases are subject to some characteristic restrictions of the financial sector, such as compatibility, installation effort, security standards, among others. Thus, it is possible that the offer is limited by the type of product where the scores of suppliers for some criteria are similar. The system validation considers that several suppliers offer the same type of product and/or have the same manufacturer. In this case, PROMETHEE allows the exploitation of the existing differences among proposals to obtain a clearer discrimination than the one generated by the alternative MAUT model.

7. Conclusions

As technology advances, companies increasingly need to acquire tools to improve their competitiveness. Currently, aligning business strategy to technological changes is a challenge for the financial sector, especially in relation to the strategic processes such as supplier evaluation. The literature review focusing on MCDM for all phases of supplier evaluation has shown a large amount of research focused on SS in different types of industries, but few applications in technology procurement for the financial sector. This research provides a hybrid evaluation system for technology suppliers in the financial sector. The system is composed of nine steps grouped into three phases: definitions of problem, criteria and preferences, MCDM methods and analysis of results. The definitions were developed collaboratively with a group of experts and supported by literature. In this phase, the evaluation criteria, their weights using AHP and the parameters of the evaluation functions were established.

MCDM methods include conjunctive screening for supplier qualification, the application of MAUT and PROMETHEE for supplier selection and FlowSort and MAUT to segment them into ordered categories. The SS criteria are grouped into four dimensions: economic, risk, environmental and social, for sustainable management. Relevant criteria for technology procurement in the financial sector, such as information security, functionality and installation effort and compatibility are also included. The criteria hierarchy also covers a wider scope of the supply chain compared to published literature, in particular the manufacturer, the first-tier supplier and the product.

The hybrid evaluation system is validated by a case study of the barcode scanner purchasing for all bank branches of a financial company. To build quality and financial status indicators, as well as to generate the necessary utility functions, the MAUT method is used, which is a more appropriate approach to exploit objective data, which depend solely on each supplier and its economic sector, instead of using expert opinions. Thus, the system proposed has relevant managerial implications that increase the procedure transparency and avoids corruption, which is a real challenge in many business and financial institutions worldwide.

Finally, the proposed evaluation system is a viable option to be used in the evaluation of financial sector suppliers in order to select, rank and sort them. If the decision hierarchy is designed from a sustainable point of view with criteria relevant to the financial sector, the multicriteria evaluation improves the supply chain sustainability and supplier relationships. In addition, this hybrid model can be the base of an expert system for systematic application of MCDM methods to achieve synergies and satisfy the company needs. This multicriteria system allows the channelling of preferences of decision makers to increase process transparency and reduce important operational risks as corruption.

This research presents some limitations, such as involving the first- and last-tier suppliers (vendor and manufacturer), as there are other participants in the supply chain that could be included in the assessment. In addition, the model validation is focused on hardware procurement, although the model can be extended to the software selection for finance companies. Thus, it would be interesting for future research to deal with extending
the proposed hybrid system to evaluate software and services suppliers and develop proposals that integrate MCDM and machine learning in order to sort suppliers according to decision makers’ preferences when the number of alternatives and/or criteria is large.
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### Appendix A

**Table A1.** Definition of criteria for supplier qualification of technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk lists</td>
<td>The supplier cannot be included in a list or registry (i.e., OFAC-UN; DEA; FBI; among others) that links it to ongoing investigations and/or allegations of criminal conduct. The debt ratio indicates the percentage of the company’s assets that are provided through debt (debt ratio = total debts/total assets). The acceptable limit of the debt ratio must be defined by the firm considering the economic sector of the provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt ratio</td>
<td>The technology must be maintained for the minimum number of years required for the firm to amortise the investment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity of technology</td>
<td>The supplier must be an authorised distributor of the manufacturer in the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorised distributor</td>
<td>In the case of technological outsourcing of critical processes for the firm, the provider must have a contingency and business continuity plan that allows it to keep operations running. Along with their proposal, the supplier must enclose a policy of seriousness of the offer to participate and if selected, it must constitute compliance and quality policies as negotiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency and business continuity plan</td>
<td>The supplier offers a service/product that meets the firm’s minimum IT security standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix B

**Table A2.** MAUT: utility functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-consumer waste management</td>
<td>The scale depends on the environmental manager certification and the coverage in collection points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>The EMS criterion is measured on a qualitative scale from 0 to 100, where the score depends on the existence of an ISO 14001 or EMAS certification. The qualitative value scale of social responsibility focuses on measuring the voluntary efforts of the manufacturer, based on the principles of social responsibility of ISO 26000: 2010. The score of each factor varies between 0 and 20 depending on whether it is not met (zero). The final utility is calculated according to the overall fulfilment of the previous points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Employee interests and rights

The utility function measures the overall compliance of these statements: Salary, promotes training, prevention plan and health programme, direct hiring and principle of equality. Each consideration is worth 20 points, with a maximum total score of 100 or 0 (none are met).

Decoding capability

The qualitative value scale for the decoding capability criterion is local and depends on the type of code: 100 points when decoding 1D and 2D codes, 50 points when decoding 1D and some 2D symbologies including QR codes and PDF417 and 0 points when only decoding 1D symbologies.

Speed of read

Lower limit of 0 points is referenced by a speed of 100 and the upper limit of 100 points is referenced by a speed of 300.

Appendix C

Table A3. Reference profiles of supplier categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Min. Good</th>
<th>Min. Regular</th>
<th>Worst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>58.02</td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical specifications</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation effort and compatibility</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost *</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>96,000</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>240,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended warranty</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial status</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>28.88</td>
<td>16.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity ratio</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>55.32</td>
<td>68.52</td>
<td>74.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory ratio</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt ratio</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>97.21</td>
<td>180.91</td>
<td>249.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information security</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-consumer waste management (supplier)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS (manufacturer)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental certifications (product)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee interests and rights (supplier)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social responsibility (manufacturer)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and health certifications (product)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the cost was multiplied by a factor to ensure the confidentiality of the data.
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